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The Questioneers
by Andrea Beaty
A follow-up to Rosie Revere and the

Raucous Riverters finds Ada Twist and her

best pals Rosie and Iggy testing the limits of

their bravery and scientific skills when Uncle

Ned is carried away by his famous helium

pants.

The Bad Guys
by Aaron Blabey
Mr. Wolf, Mr. Piranha, Mr. Snake, and Mr.

Shark are the baddest bunch of do-gooders

in town. They are scary and dangerous and,

well, just BAD. But these guys want to be

heroes, and they're ready to spring into

action.

The Last Firehawk
by Katrina Charman
When a powerful vulture uses dark magic

and an army of spies to attack the magical

land of Perodia, a tiny owl, his squirrel best

friend and a lone surviving firehawk become

their home's unlikely defenders.

Zoey & Sassafras: Wishypoofs and
Hiccups
by Asia Citro
When Pip shows up with a new look that's

just as much of a surprise to him as to Zoey

and Sassafras, the trio knows something

strange is happening in the forest. Latest

book in the series.

Heidi Heckelbeck
by Wanda Coven
Heidi Heckelbeck seems like any other

eight-year-old, but she has a secret: She’s a

witch in disguise. Careful to keep her

powers hidden, Heidi’s learning to live like

any other kid—who just happens to be

witch.

Owl Diaries
by Rebecca Elliott
This early chapter book series is perfect for

newly independent readers who love

friendship stories starring animal

characters!

Meet Yasmin!
by Saadia Faruqi
In this compilation of four separately

published books, Pakistani-American second

grader Yasmin learns to cope with the small

problems of school and home, while gaining

confidence in her own skills and creative

abilities

Pup Detectives : The First Case
by Felix Gumpaw
A first entry in an early reader graphic-novel

series for young mystery lovers introduces

the pup detectives of Pawston Elementary,

who join forces to identify a lunchtime

bandit who has been stealing the cafeteria’s

best snacks.

https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WM
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WN
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WP
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WQ
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WQ
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WR
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WS
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WS
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WT
https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WV
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My Weird School
by Dan Gutman
Read about the hilarious high jinks of A.J.

and his pals at Ella Mentry School. Very silly

stories.

Little Goddess Girls
by Joan Holub
Join Athena, Persephone, Aphrodite, and

Artemis as they have big adventures on

magical Mount Olympus.

Dragon Girls
by Maddy Mara
A first entry in a series celebrating the inner

fire of everyday girls follows the experiences

of three new friends who are summoned to a

magical forest, where a magnificent Tree

Queen reveals their magical dragon abilities

and responsibility as protectors of the

forest.

Magic Tree House
by Mary Pope Osborne
The Magic Tree House series is ready to

whisk you away with Jack and Annie as they

travel back in time to have adventures and

solve mysteries.

Who Would Win?
by Jerry Pallotta
Each book in this series shares facts about

two animals and compares their behavior

and physical characteristics to determine

who would win in a fight.

The Kingdom of Wrenly
by Jordan Quinn
Eight-year-old Lucas, Prince of Wrenly, is

eager to explore and Clara, daughter of the

queen's seamstress, knows the kingdom well,

so they team up to find a lost jewel and visit

all of the land's main attractions as they

search.

Who Is/Was? and Where Is/Are?
by Various Authors
Facts about historical events and persons of

importance in a condensed, easy-to-read

format.

National Geographic Kids
Chapters
by Various Authors
This series features all kinds of inspiring

stories about animals. Funny, sweet and filled

with engaging photos, fast facts and

fascinating sidebars.

Pixie Tricks
by Tracey West

Violet didn't expect to find a portal to the

fairy world in her backyard. And she

certainly didn't think she would have to

defend the human world from trickster

pixies!

Dragon Masters
by Tracey West
Drake, Rori, Ana, and Bo are dragon masters.

Dragon stones help the kids communicate

with their dragon. Their battles against evil

bring the kids and their dragons together.

https://libraryaware.com/2JG8WW
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